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1 Introduction

Semantic Search Webparts for SharePoint extend the standard SharePoint-Search with Semantic Web features to find documents quicker and more efficiently. They make use of a taxonomy that is enriched with semantic information. They guide users actively in the search process, offer alternative search possibilities and provide comprehensive ways to navigate in search hits.

This document contains all the information needed to install and use this product from DIQA Projektmanagement GmbH:

- Product overview,
- Administration guide, incl. pre-requisites, installation, and activation
- User guide including configuration, and
- Technical support.

1.1 Product Overview

The Semantic Search Webparts are an element of DIQA’s findability solution for SharePoint. The solution provides products and an approach that leverages taxonomies and Semantic Web technologies to improve document retrieval in SharePoint. The typical steps of the approach are explained in the following.

1.1.1 Provision of taxonomies in SharePoint

The taxonomy represents the conceptual model of your business. It provides the required knowledge to improve navigation, as well as tagging and search of documents. Typical sources of taxonomies are industry standards, product lifecycle management systems, or terminology management systems.

Our SharePoint solution “GRASP” helps to integrate external taxonomies, to manage taxonomies directly in SharePoint and to enrich them with semantic information.

1.1.2 Tagging of documents

Assign taxonomies and term sets to managed metadata columns that are used in lists or libraries. You can classify your documents manually by tagging them with terms (e.g. products, customers, regions, topics etc.). Alternatively you can automate this process (requires partner products).

1.1.3 Semantic Search

The Semantic Search Webparts extend the standard SharePoint-Search with Semantic Web features to find documents quicker and more efficiently. The Semantic Search Webparts make use of the taxonomy that is enriched with semantic
information. They guide users actively in the search process, offer alternative search possibilities and provide comprehensive ways to navigate in search hits.

1.2 What’s New?

1.2.1 Version 1.0

1. TermSuggester Webpart: This webpart supports the user while she is typing the search query into the search box. Its intelligent matching algorithm suggests terms from the taxonomy that contain parts of the search query in their labels and synonyms.

2. MatchingTerms Webpart: This webpart lists all matching terms for a given search term. For each matching term a tooltip provides additional information like the synonyms, the term set or the parent terms.

3. TermTreeRefiner Webpart: This webpart extends the standard refiner webpart and visualizes the terms in the context of the term-tree. Users can select terms in the treeview to drill down or drill up in the search results.

4. Support for poly-hierarchies: If GRASP is also installed the Semantic Search Webparts also properly handle terms that have multiple parents.
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2.1 Software prerequisites


In order to use poly-hierarchies in the Semantic Search webparts or want to access the URIs of terms GRASP 1.3 or newer is required. Obtain GRASP 1.3 from DIQA:


2.2 Installation

In order to provide your SharePoint users with the features of Semantic Search Webparts execute the installation wizard (SemanticSearchWebParts-XXX.exe) and configure a search pages making use of the new webparts. The following instructions guide you through this process.


   **Note:**

   The evaluation version of Semantic Search Webparts is fully functional for 30 days. If you want to continue to use Semantic Search Webparts after this period has elapsed you must buy a valid license key from DIQA. Please contact: info@diqa-pm.de

2. Click on the downloaded file (e.g. “SemanticSearchWebParts-XXX.exe”) and launch the Installation Wizard with administrator privileges. This will open in a dialog window:
3. Click on next to perform the system check that should indicate that the Semantic Search Webparts can be installed:
4. Click on next to see the End-User License Agreement (EULA). If you agree with the license agreement then tick the check box named “I accept the terms in the License Agreement” and click on next.

5. You will see a list of all site-collections of your SharePoint farm. Select the ones in which you want to provide the Semantic Search Webparts:

![Site Collection Deployment Targets](image)

6. Click on next to initiate the deployment process.

7. Click on next get the list of all SharePoint sites in which the webparts have been deployed.

8. Click on the “close”-button to close the Installation Wizard.

9. Go to the site settings of one of the selected site collections as site collection administrator and go to “Site Collection Administration > Site collection features”. After the installation the “Semantic Search Webparts” feature should by activated by default. If not click on “Activate” to enable its functionality.
2.3 De-Installation

In order to remove “Semantic Search Webparts” from your SharePoint Farm start the Installation Wizard with administrator privileges. While checking the system status, the installer will detect that the “Semantic Search Webparts” are already installed and will offer two options: “Repair” and “Remove”. After selecting “Remove” they will be removed from all relevant site collections.

Sometimes the web parts are not properly removed from the system. To mitigate that please visit the site settings of those site collections in which the “Semantic Search Webparts” have been used. Under the “Galleries > Web parts” you might still find the webparts. They are listed in the “Semantic Search” group. For easier location please sort the list by “Group”. Now select the check box of the web parts and click “Delete Document” in the ribbon.
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After the installation of the “Semantic Search Webparts” and their activation for a site collection you can insert the following web parts into SharePoint pages, wiki pages and even search sites, such as the Basic Search Center.

- TermSuggester Webpart
- MatchingTerms Webpart
- TermTreeRefiner Webpart

All these webparts improve the search experience by providing knowledge (represented in taxonomies from the term store) during the formulation of a search request or while displaying search results.

3.1 Preparations

For explaining the webparts, their configuration and their application we will reconfigure the Basic Search Center to make use of the new “Semantic Search Webparts”. By default the Layout of the Basic Search Center result page looks like this:

![Diagram of Basic Search Center layout]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SearchBox</th>
<th>SearchSummary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SearchStatistics</td>
<td>SearchActionLinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SearchBestBets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TopFederatedResults</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RelatedQueries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SearchCoreResults</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SearchPaging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We will reconfigure it to contain the following set of webparts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TermSuggester</th>
<th>MatchingTerms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SearchSummary</td>
<td>RelatedQueries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SearchStatistics</td>
<td>SearchActionLinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SearchBestBets</td>
<td>TopFederatedResults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SearchCoreResults</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SearchPaging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To create the basic Search Center site simply find the “create new site” entry in the “Site Actions” menu, then select the “Basic Search Center” site template, and provide a title and URL, e.g.

- http://sharepoint/my/BasicSearchCenter

The search results page can be found as

- http://sharepoint/my/BasicSearchCenter/result.aspx

Edit this page via “Page > Edit” and remove the original SearchBox and RefinementPanel webparts. This can be achieved via their context menus.
3.2 TermSuggester Webpart

The TermSuggester webpart replaces the original SearchBox and adds autocomplete functionality for identifying taxonomy terms, while entering a search query.

3.2.1 Configuration

We recommend adding the TermSuggester webpart on the top of the search page, into the “Top zone”.
Using the webpart’s context-menu users can open the configuration panel that displays a number of general layout settings, as well as some settings specific for the functionality of this web part.
Since the webpart suggests terms from the termstore users can configure from which termstore the webpart will receive possible terms. Restricting the scope even further to particular groups of termsets, and even to subterms of a specific term in a termset can also be defined.

The value for “max. results” defines how many suggestions should be displayed at most.

In the last configuration field “URL-template” users can enter a URL that will be called once a suggested term is selected or the user presses the enter key. Per default this value is present:

- /my/_layouts/OSSSearchResults.aspx?k={{$termLabel}}

This is the standard SharePoint search result page for the current site collection. A relative URL will be resolved against the current host and all parameters will be substituted by the actual values.


Find the list of possible parameters in Section 3.5.
Since users typically expect to stay on a search result pages when changing the search term we will modify the URL-Template to read

- `/my/BasicSearchCenter/result.aspx?k={{$termLabel}}`

### 3.2.2 Usage

The TermSuggester can be used in the same way as the standard SharePoint SearchBox. Users enter search terms into the text field and when clicking the search button or hitting “enter”, a search with these search terms is initiated. When the user stops typing for about one second the added functionality is triggered. The TermSuggester retrieves a list of terms from the termstore, that match the current user input. The webpart finds matches in both, the default label, as well as the alternative labels of terms. Clicking on a term selects it and triggers the query for this term.

When hovering with the mouse over one of the terms from the list of suggestions a tool tip shows all relevant details about this term, e.g. to disambiguate a label that is used by multiple terms.

![TermSuggester](image)

### 3.3 MatchingTerms Webpart

The MatchingTerms webpart is very similar to the TermSuggester webpart with one major difference. It also retrieves terms similar to an entered search term. It uses the same matching algorithm and has the same configuration options. But instead of displaying the matching terms as suggestions while typing, the MatchingTerms webpart displays them as a list of hyperlinks on the search result page.

### 3.3.1 Configuration

We recommend adding the MatchingTerms webpart at the right of the search result page, into the “Right zone”, on top of “RelatedQueries”.
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Using the webpart’s context-menu users can open the configuration panel that displays a number of general layout settings, as well as some settings specific for the functionality of this web part.
Since the webpart retrieves matching terms from the taxonomy in the termstore users can define, which termstore to use.

The value for “max. results” defines how many matching terms should be listed.

In the last configuration field “URL-template” users can enter a URL that will be used for construction the hyperlinks for all matching terms. Per default this value is present:

- `/my/_layouts/OSSSearchResults.aspx?k=${termLabel}`

This is the standard SharePoint search result page for the current site collection. As for the TermSuggester webpart relative URLs are allowed and the webpart will interpret a number of parameters (cf. Section 3.5 for details).

It is not unreasonable to also choose the current URL of the Basic Search Center result page as the target for the links that are created for the matching terms, i.e. we will modify the URL-Template to read

- `/my/BasicSearchCenter/result.aspx?k=${termLabel}`

### 3.3.2 Usage

Using the MatchingTerms webpart is fairly simple. It displays a list of terms and offers the same tool tips as the TermSuggester. Clicking on a term opens the associated URL, i.e. triggers another search.
3.4 TermTreeRefiner Webpart

3.4.1 Configuration

We recommend adding the TermTreeRefiner webpart at the left of the search result page, into the “Left zone”, replacing the original “RefinementPanel”.

Note: In order to have sufficient input for populating the refiner, the page must also contain the search core results webpart.

Using the webpart’s context-menu users can open the configuration panel that displays a long list of configuration options. All present options are identical to those available in the standard SharePoint RefinementPanel webpart (cf. http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg549985%28v=office.14%29.aspx for documentation).
There is a single difference between the configurations of the standard RefinementPanel and the TermTreeRefiner. The managed metadata category is missing in the default configuration for the filter categories of the TermTreeRefiner. The TermTreeRefiner always shows the terms from managed metadata properties in the result set. Thus, the original filter category definition would lead to a lot of duplicated information in the panel.

### 3.4.2 Usage

The TermTreeRefiner is used in the same way as the standard RefinementPanel. Instead of listing a number of terms for managed metadata columns, the new web part displays the taxonomies, in which these terms occur and also indicates how often they occur in the current result set.
In the given screenshot we see two managed metadata properties “Document Type” and “ICD10 Term”. The ICD10 terms are organized hierarchically and thus a tree of terms is displayed. After clicking on one of the terms (in this case “Arztbrief”) the search is repeated with an additional restriction, i.e. drill down. All restrictions are listed at the top of the refinement web part under “selected terms”.

### 3.5 URL Template

The TermSuggester and MatchingTerm Webparts provide a configuration for defining the target URL of a search. While entering the URLs users can insert variable parts that are determined by the selected terms. The variables follow the following syntax: `{{$variable}}`, where variable can be one of four alternatives:

- **searchTerm**: This variable is only relevant for TermSuggester. It represents the text entered in the search box. If a term has been selected this is identical to the default label of the term
- **termLabel**: This variable represents the default label of the selected term.
- **termGUID**: This variable represents the GUID of the selected term from the term store.
- **termURI**: This variable represents the URI of the selected term, as it is stored in the term store. Since SharePoint does not support URIs for terms out-of-the-box, this feature is only available for taxonomies that have been imported with GRASP.
4 Technical Support

4.1 Download new releases of Semantic Search Webparts

You find new releases of the Semantic Search Webparts in the DIQA-download area:

http://downloads.diqa-pm.com/free/sems_releases/

4.2 Support inquiries

If you have issues with the software then please contact this email address: info@diqa-pm.de.

4.3 Buying a license

The evaluation version of the Semantic Search Webparts is fully functional for 30 days. If you want to continue to use the Semantic Search Webparts after this period has elapsed you must buy a valid license key from DIQA at: info@diqa-pm.de